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Art.-No.: 6.0555.2000    

0555
0555 WB Reagent
Characteristics

0555 is manufactured for use with all brands of automotive
refinishing water-based paints.

0555 improves the physicochemical properties of the paint,
achieving a high omogenization off particle sizes and low surface
roughness when applied, requiring less drying time between
coats and keeping good opacity.

also with Combination with 4CR 4400 WB Express Primer (0-5%)

V.O.C. Value

<380g/l mixed with paint

Tech Tip

- Extremely fast drying;
- Can be sanded, reprimed etc. within few minutes;
- Allows three tones applications to be achieved in minutes;
- High transfer efficiency with minimal overspray considerably
extends spray booth filter life;
- Fills light scratches and imperfections;
- This Reagent is the most environment friendly product on
market

Application

- Mix the WB paint by the manufactures recommendations or you can use between 30% up to 50% by volumen,
and 60% for concentrated paint
- No need using thinner from the water paint manufaturer
- Stir the paint very thoroughly prior to the addition of 0555 Reagent and stir thoroughly again once added
- Apply according to the paint manufacturer
- Allow flash-off between coats if needed
- Recommended gun nozzle 1.2 - 1.3 mm
- Spraying pressure: use between 1,5 upto 2.0 bar spraying pressure for the first coat, please not "overspraying”
- Use forced air with Air jet to speed the drying between coats

Technical Data

Colour Colourless
Density 0.88-0.9 Kg/L
pH 7-8

Storage and Transportation

Packaging 2 Liters.
Shelflife: at least 2 years, if stored in tightly closed original package.
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This data sheet is for information purpose only. To our knowledge the data provided complies with
the latest standard and is based on years of experience in the manufacturing of our products. www.4CR.com
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